REAL CANONICAL BINARY SYMMETRIC
TRILINEAR FORMS* BY RUFUS OLDENBURGER 1. Introduction. In treating the equivalence of binary forms of the third degree under non-singular linear transformations it is natural to divide the problem into three parts. These are concerned respectively with the equivalence of forms of the type where (a) the vectors (#1, x 2 ), (yu y 2 ), (zu z 2 ) are distinct; (b) 2 of the vectors (x u #2), (yu ^2), (*i, 22) are equal but not equal to the 3rd ; (c) the vectors (x u %%), (y u 3^2), («i, z 2 ) are equal. Dedekind, Schwartz, others,f and the author have treated the problem of the equivalence of binary trilinear forms in the complex field. Specifically the problem solved was that of determining the conditions on (a*,*), (a'pqr) such that the form T = aijkXiyjZk be reducible to the given form T' =*a vqr x v f yqZÏ under the linear transformations (1) Xi = a ip Xp , y/ = biqjl, z k = c kr zl, j, k, p, q, r = l, 2 , and the matrices (a ip ), (& ;g ), (c kr ) are non-singular. Recently the author solved this problem of equivalence for the field of reals.J The theory for case (a) in the field of reals and complexes is hence complete. In the present paper the author treats the equivalence of forms satisfying (b) for the field of reals. Evidently, the class of forms (c) is contained in the class (b), which in turn is contained in the class (a).
In a new paper, to appear elsewhere, the author has solved the problem of equivalence of the forms in class (c), making * Presented to the Society, March 26, 1937. t For a complete list of references see R. Oldenburger, On canonical binary trilinear forms j this Bulletin, vol. 38 (1932) , p. 385. t R. Oldenburger, Real canonical binary trilinear forms, American Journal of Mathematics, vol. 59 (1937), pp. 427-435. use of the results obtained here for class (b), many of which also hold for class (c). Class (c) is simply the class of all binary cubic forms aijkX&jXk. The theory of forms of classes (a), (b), (c) is thus complete for the field of reals.
The forms in class (b) with real coefficients can always be written as
where the matrix A = (##&) is symmetric with respect to the j and k indices; #112 = #121, #123 = #132, • • • . The matrix A is then unique. It is proved in the present paper that T is always equivalent under transformations (1) on the x's and y's to one of six canonical forms. These six canonical forms correspond to six canonical pairs of quadratic equations to which pairs of quadratic equations with no linear terms are equivalent.
The treatment involves the use of arithmetic rank invariants, and properties of invariant factors. The technique is essentially different from that used in earlier papers on binary trilinear forms.
Definitions. The rank r> of a 3-way matrix A = (auio),
(it h £ = 1, 2), and its associated trilinear form T -ai^Xiy^ is the rank of the 2-way matrix
Assume that a*/*, (i, j, k = 1, 2), are not all zero. The 3-way rank r [jk, i] of A and F is defined to be 2 or 1 according as the quantities
are not all zero or are all zero. These are 3-way determinants with i non-signant. These ranks have been proved to be invariant under nonsingular linear transformations* on T.
3. The Case ri = rj = r k = 2. We shall need the following lemma : LEMMA 1. Let A, B be symmetrie 2-way matrices of the second order. If \pA-\-<rB\ ^0 and A, B are linearly independent, the quadratic form \ pA +<rB \ is either indefinite or negative definite.
\b cj' where X is non-singular, the determinant | pA +<TB | goes into | X | 2 \pA +<rB |. If a/3 = 0, then | pA +<xB | contains the factor <r. If the determinant of the symmetric matrix of the quadratic form |pJ.+orJ5| is zero, |p^4+a\B| is equivalent* under nonsingular linear transformation on p, a to ap' 2 , whence |p^4 +cr^| can be written in the factored form a(gp+ha) 2 . Hence, if |p^4 +o*J31 does not factor, a(3?*0 and the determinant of the form |p;l+(rj3| is 5^0. The matrix of | p^4 +crJ51 is then regular and non-singular. Then |p^4+cr5| is equivalent to gp 2 +h<r 2 . If g, h are of unlike sign the determinant of |p^4+0\J3| is <0, and |p^4+crJ5| factors. If g, h have the same sign this determinant is >0. Hence if |p4-f-0-.B| does not factor, the determinant of |p,A+o\B| is >0, whence
If afi >0 this is not satisfied. Hence if | pA +aB \ does not factor, ce/3<0 and the determinant of |p^4+o\B| is >0, whence |p^4 +crJ51 is negative definite. If the quadratic form |p.4+o\B| is indefinite, it is equivalent under non-singular linear transformations f on p, a to p n -a n which is further equivalent to p"a" under the transformations p" -p'-a', a" =p f +a'. These transformations correspondit to non-singular linear transformations on xi, # 2 of T, to give a new form T' = ai3'kXiy 3 where K is the modulus of transformation. The analogue of (3) gives ac = 0, whence, since a^O, we have c = 0. Now ÔT^O, since fi = 2. If we write a xi' •= a*/ , tf 2 " = *2 , yi' = yi > y" = -^i + ^ , -CO- It follows from the theory that a pair of quadratic equations with no linear terms is equivalent to one of the canonical pairs Mathematics, vol. 35 (1934) , p. 641.
'yk, for which \p"A'+(x"B'\ =p"<r", where A' = (aijk), B' = (a,23k). It follows that

